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The Dark Side of Any and All Track Record Summaries 

 
First and foremost any track record, such as a monthly, does not convey the time and effort it took to trade 
for 1 month. Monthly (weekly) summaries can be reviewed in a minute but belie the screen time and 
discipline needed to trade effective and consistently over time. 
 
Track records do not project any of the anxiety and anger that comes from losing trades that often 
(seemingly to add insult to injury) take hours to fail. 
 
Track record includes ALL official trades taken at ALL times and taken to FINAL exists, for better or worse. 
There are NO exceptions so the track record is 100.00% complete – your trade record may not be the 
same.  
 
Track records do not impart any of the financial frustration of seeing winning trades just deflate and exit 
with a loss. They do not show market betrayal such as having 2 large losing days, then deciding to sit on 
the sidelines as the third day is stupendously profitable.  
 
Daily averages from monthly trades are smooth and reliable; averages compress daily highs and lows into 
an understandable trade outcomes that can communicate a false sense of uniformity and comfort.  
 

 
At True North, we execute 10 different mathematically crafted 
exit strategies for each official trade entry on the 6-8 indices we 
routinely trade. After 30-50 days of such trading, we select the 
best 1-2-3 exit strategies and then trade sim & cash 
simultaneously these for 30+ days. If the trade results are 
statistically equivalent (to our previous data set) and consistent 
(to an internal standard we use), we then offer those strategies 
and the respective P/L records for review and consideration.  

 
Because of the above and many other issues, we advise the following: 

1. Take at least 100 trade in sim with us first; take every trade and strive to match exactly what 
entries and exits are called. Your P/L should equal ours.  

2. Picture the sim account as real money and absorb the emotions that would naturally flow from 
trading. 

3. If you decide exit a trade early or simply sit out a trade, exactly summarize the P/L outcomes of 
your actions vs. the official P/L. If your results are superior to ours, then cultivate your internal trade 
edits as you may have a natural talent that can piggy back on what we do.  

4.  At the end of you sim trial period, start with one preferred index, one contract per trade, only a few 
trades a day aligned with whatever money management criteria you have established.  

 
 
Respectfully submitted, True North Traders 

 


